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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/13/2024

Description 2024 Alliance RV Delta 292RL, Alliance RV Delta travel trailer 292RL highlights:
Kitchen Island Front Private Bedroom Hutch Rear Living Area You will feel right at
home camping in this travel trailer! The rear living area has a rear sofa and a set
of theater seating conveniently across from the entertainment center with a 50"
class HDTV above a pull-out fireplace storage for a cozy evening indoors. Prepare
your best home cooked meals with the three burner cooktop, kitchen island which
even has a tip-out trash can, and 10 cu. ft. 12V refrigerator. Enjoy your meals at
the free standing dinette then either freshen up in the full bathroom with the 30" x
36" shower or head outside to relax under one of the two awnings. The front
private bedroom has a queen bed for you to lay your head on at night and has
wardrobe nightstands for your items! Form and function works together with
every one of these Alliance RV Delta travel trailers! They are built with a walk-on
roof with a seamless PVC roof covering, Mylar reinforced exterior seals, and a
heated and enclosed underbelly to protect your unit in all seasons. The
commercial grade vinyl flooring will be easy to clean and the oversized atrium
windows throughout let in plenty of natural sunlight. With 62 cu. ft. of drop frame
pass-through storage, you can bring along all of your essential camping gear plus
it has USB charging for more convenience. There are many at home interior
conveniences including a Bluetooth speaker, USB charging throughout, and even
a pull-out kitchen trash can. Come find your favorite model today!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: T81731
VIN Number: 7M5TD3329RC302958
Condition: New
Length: 33
GVW: 9450
Sleeps: 5
Slideouts: 2

Item address Bakersfield, California, United States
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